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Measurement of plasma flow velocity is of primary 
importance to study large-scale and self-organized 
structures in plasmas, and is necessary to understand the 
dynamical behavior of surface plasma in confinement 
systems. So far techniques for measuring parallel flow using 
a Mach probe have been developed[1,2], however, 
perpendicular flow measurement is not sufficiently 
established, because the magnetic field is expected to 
influence the probe currents in a complicated manner. Based 
on the symmetry considerations we present the general 
method for measuring flow velocity with a directional 
Langmuir probe (DLP). The validity of the generalized 
relation between the probe currents and the flow velocity is 
experimentally confirmed. 
We consider that the effects of plasma flow and the 
magnetic field on DLP currents are independent each other, 
and the ion saturation current is expressed as 
Is(n)=Iso[1+Fv(V,n)}[1+FB(B,n)] (1) 
where Is(n) and Iso are ion saturation current as a function of 
the direction n (unit normal vector of probe surface), and 
ion current without a plasma flow and the magnetic field, 
respectively. The quantities Fy and FB are correction terms 
due to the effects of plasma flow V and the magnetic field 
B. 
The DLP current should be modified by the plasma flow, 
and has the maximum for n " -V and the minimum for n II V. 
Thus, the function F y has odd property under the change of 
sign of the flow velocity V. On the other hand, the effect of 
the magnetic field is of no difference between the parallel 
and anti-parallel currents. Therefore, the function FB has 
even property. The correction terms may be expanded as 
follow; 
F v = -a1 (V . n ) - a 3 (V . n Y _ ... 
FB = f32(B'nY + f34(B'nY +"', 
where a nand J3 n are expansion coefficients. 
Collecting the leading order terms and rewriting eq.(l) in 
non-dimensional form, we have 
IS(n)=Iso[l-a~S on]o[l+p:;: (bonY] (2) 
where Cs (ion sound speed), Pi (ion Larmor radius) and 
rp (DLP radius) are introduced to make the correction 
factors in non-dimensional forms. The vector b is the unit 
vector along the magnetic field. With the help of the even 
property of FB, FB(n)=FB(-n), we can extract plasma flow 
component only; 
V'n =1.Is(8+TC)-Is(8) 
Cs a Is(8+TC)+Is(8) 
(3) 
where 8 and 8d are the angles of the normal of DLP surface 
and the flow velocity with respect to the magnetic field, 
respectively. This equation gives the generalized relation 
between the flow velocity and the DLP currents, and is valid 
for arbitrary angles with respect to the magnetic field. 
The experiments have been performed in the HYPER-I 
device.[3] The ion saturation current measured as a function 
of 8 is resolved into the Fourier components eime , which are 
shown in Fig.1(a). The m=l and m=2 components are 
attributable to the effects of the plasma flow and the 
magnetic field, respectively. The flow velocity component 
given by eq.(3) is also resolved into the Fourier components 
(see Fig. 1 (b)). In this figure, the m=2 amplitude is 
negligibly small, suggesting that the effect of the magnetic 
field can be removed in determining the flow velocity. The 
result of our experiment shows that the generalized relation 
given by eq.(3) is valid for all directions with respect to the 
magnetic field. 
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Fig.1 Fourier component of the DLP current (a) and 
(lsC8 +,n') -Is(8))/ (IsC8 +.iT) + Is(8)) (b). 
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